
1.

Gallium NItride (GaN) must operate safely and efficiently in a high-frequency ecosystem to
fulfil the promise of a WBG material, and higher-level device integration is a critical enabler.
Integrating GaN FET, GaN analog and GaN logic creates a true GaN power IC.

GaN power IC technology  was introduced by university research in the 2009 timeframe .
Previous RF devices were developed to operate primarily below 100 V and were usually
Schottky-gated depletion mode (dMode) devices though it was recognized that the gate
leakage is too high for power applications. In addition, the strong industry preference is for
a ‘normally-off’, or enhancement mode (eMode) device which can be used safely in off-line
applications without risk of short circuit. For power applications, due to the inherent
advantage of the wide bandgap technology to withstand high electric fields, most research
pushed toward 600V and higher rated devices.

The ability to integrate multiple power switches on a single chip is a big advantage for GaN
power ICs, e.g. in Fig. 1(a)  . Since the GaN layer can be grown on different substrates, some
insulating ones such as sapphire and silicon carbide were applied in early work. However, it
was clear from early efforts that GaN-on-Si would enable a cost structure and an ability to
use existing large diameter wafer fabs that would be a big advantage. Since silicon is a
conductive substrate, this introduces the additional challenge of handling the potential of
the substrate, and the way that it interacts with the power device.

Fig. 1) a: Early examples of multiple power switches on a single die, in a 3-phase circuit, b: Basic
reference and comparator analog circuits.

Among the most basic analog functions developed were a simple reference and comparator ,
using both eMode and dMode transistors (Fig. 1(b)), similar to the NMOS circuits common in
the 1970s. Note that no p-channel transistors are available in GaN. Another valuable feature
of a power IC technology is the ability to sense temperature and react to overstress
situations.
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Fig. 2: GaNFast™ monolithic GaN power ICs, a) single-switch with driver and logic, b) half-
bridge with two FETs, drive, level-shifting and boot-strap charging, and c) 6x8 mm and 5x6
mm PQFN high-speed packaging.

2.

For stable, high-efficiency, high-frequency operation it is critical to eliminate the gate-
source loop impedance of the circuit. For a GaN power IC, the output of the GaN analog
gate-drive is the input to the GaN FET itself, so this impedance is zero. 

Half-bridge circuits are essential building blocks in the power electronics industry, used in
everything from smartphone chargers to electric vehicles. Providing power and signal to a
floating high-side switch at very high frequencies can shrink magnetics and enable a
dramatic reduction in size, cost and weight while delivering faster charging. However, such
frequency increases have eluded the industry as silicon devices have been too slow and
suffer from parasitic impedances between the driver and FET, high-capacitance silicon FETs
and poorly performing level-shifter/isolators. Because of this, most converters still run at
65-100 kHz. GaN half-bridge power ICs including critical drive, logic, protection, and power
features eliminate the losses, costs and complexity associated with traditional half-bridge
solutions  . 

At low voltages (100-300V), wafer level chip-scale packages (WLCSP) can be used as there
are no, or much-reduced ‘creepage and clearance’ requirements. This enables very small,
high-efficiency, high-speed operation without the size, impedance and cost overheads
associated with packaging. In this voltage area, GaN’s high-speed capability is an enabler in
very high-frequency and sometimes mission-critical / safety-related applications such as
envelope tracking and LiDAR    .
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Commercially, the first full-function 650V GaN power ICs with GaN FET, GaN analog and
GaN logic were introduced in 2016 and 2017 in single-switch  and half-bridge  formats, as
shown in Fig. 2. 
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System Roadmap: The Second Revolution in Power Electronics
In the late 1970’s, the power electronics industry experienced an extraordinary and
disruptive change, with the introductions of new switch technology, new integrated
controllers, improved magnetics and the industry validation of previously academic-only
power topologies. In the following decade, the “switched-mode power supply” (SMPS)
enabled a 5x increase in power density, a 5x reduction in losses in energy savings and a 3x
reduction in costs (Fig. 3). The next 30 years saw incremental improvements - for example
Si super-junction devices, synchronous rectification, resonant topologies - but no
performance shifts as dramatic as the first revolution.

Fig.3: Revolutions in power electronics; each triggered by the simultaneous availability/use of a
new switch, integration, new magnetics and the industrialization of previously academic-only
topologies.
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3.

As silicon developed from simple 3-terminal MOSFET to level-shifting half-bridge power IC
through the 1980’s  , GaN power ICs will continue to add features and functions in the next
few years. Each system can be analysed to see where high-voltage GaN integration makes
commercial and technical sense, for example by reducing peripheral ‘shrubbery’ components
and/or introducing sensing and reaction within the powertrain itself. In this way, the GaN
power IC becomes an autonomous building block, reducing ‘event-to-control’ latency; e.g.
safely minimizing half-bridge deadtimes, or protecting the system against over-current,
over-temperature conditions. 

Forty years after the first revolution in power, we are witness to the second major change  .
The critical combination of switch (now GaN), magnetics, topology, control and integration
liberates the power designer to stretch beyond the old, slow converters to achieve once
again the major leaps in efficiency, power density and cost. 
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As noted in the white paper “The GaN Revolution in Fast Charging & Power Conversion”,
soft-switching is critical to minimize or eliminate powertrain losses at high frequencies. As a
result, for 30 W – 100 W fast chargers, the venerable flyback converter upgrades to HFQR or
ACF, and on to ‘Pulsed-ACF’. Moving to 1 kW+ for server, the 47 kHz hard-switched boost
PFC is being replaced by high-speed, soft-switching ‘totem-pole’ AC-rectifier-plus-PFC
topology that can operate at 1 MHz.

Now that a broad range of high-frequency designs are in mass production, the level of
training and education required for design engineers to exploit GaN’s potential has fallen,
and the number of designs is increasing rapidly. By the end of 2019, 50 GaN fast charger
designs were in production, by the end of 2020, this number could be 3x-4x higher.

Market Roadmap: Fast GaN, Fast Adoption
As with the transition from Si bipolar to Si FETs in the late 1970’s, the transition from Si
FETs to GaN (and Si IGBTs to SiC) will not occur overnight, and while excess Si
manufacturing capacity exists, the legacy technology will linger in undemanding, low-tech
applications. The adoption of GaN is moat rapid in applications where size, weight and
speed are critical and appreciated. 

The largest market forecasted for GaN over the next 5 years is mobile fast charging, with an
estimated market of $700M in 2025  . While silicon designs continue to be selected for low-
power, large-case, low-performance chargers from 5 W – 20 W, the majority of new higher-
power, flagship smartphone charger designs (from 45 W to 100 W) are GaN. 

4.

GaN is an inherently high-speed material, and this continues as the key to power density
improvements. While initially speed-limited by available control ICs, the introduction of new
controllers and new topologies has seen commercial fast chargers with switching
frequencies increasing from 50kHz (silicon) to GaN’s 400kHz in 2018 , and on to 1MHz GaN
in 2020 . 

Fig. 4: Increase in mobile phone screen size, battery capacity and associated increase in fast
charger power rating (Navitas).
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Adoption has been accelerated by the increase in phone screen size cm , battery size (mAh),
as shown in Fig. 4. Changes in power distribution - i.e. USB-C power delivery (PD) and
programmable power supply (PPS) adoption vs. the old, low-power USB-A cables / sockets –
have also been catalysts for fresh-thinking.

GaN fast chargers have been released by tier-1 OEMs such as Lenovo , Samsung, Xiaomi 
 and OPPO plus a broad range of aftermarket companies such as Belkin, Anker, AUKEY,
Hyper and Baseus. Examples of recent release are shown in Fig. 5. GaN power ICs enable 3x
faster charging in half the size and weight of slow, silicon-based designs. As of July 2020,
5M GaNFast power ICs had been shipped with zero failures   .

5.

Fig. 5: Examples of fast chargers in mass production from 20 W USB-C to 100 W 2C+2A, with
world’s highest power densities (W/cc).

Business Roadmap: Positioning, Pricing and Patents
All new technologies need a beachhead application with fast time-to-market and high
quantity demand to instigate supply capacity increases, new competitors, and economies of
scale to drive down costs. These lower costs then open up more price-sensitive markets.

As noted above, mobile fast chargers have achieved half the retail pricing of silicon, and
with a potential of 1.5B smartphones shipped in 2019    , plus aftermarket sales, adapters for
laptops, drills, printers, drones, etc., there can be a high wafer demand to bring down costs.

Low voltage (chip-scale) GaN FET pricing reached comparable pricing with silicon FETs
around 2015     . At 650V, early (~2015) 3-terminal eMode/dMode FET pricing was around 3x
the equivalent silicon, limiting adoption to boutique applications. GaN power IC integration
and associated reduction in cost of passive components has driven system BOM costs to
equal silicon today. Crude “RDS(O -equivalent” GaN power IC prices are today only 1.2x Si -
with high-speed performance, driver, logic and protection for ‘free’.
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6. 

As new entrants appear in the GaN market, intellectual property is paramount. The pace of
innovation is increasing with over 2,500 patents filed in 2019 across the broad RF and
power, process and device landscape  . For GaN power ICs, Navitas recently announced over
100 patents   . 

The major challenge for GaN is to break out beyond the fast charger beachhead, and use
integration, BOM-cost-equivalent pricing and performance advantages to enter laptop ‘in-
box’, all-in-one PC and TV designs. Higher-power markets like server, telecom and eMobility
will follow and continue the ‘second revolution’ in power.
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